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ABSTRACT 

The CAT family of functions CAT, CATQ, CATS, CATT, CATX in SAS are very useful in concatenating 
strings. These functions not only join strings, but also serve to write compact codes with an additional 
advantage of easier discernment of the same. The CAT family attain these positives by eliminating the need 
of complex and extended logics associated with multiple functions. In this paper, we present the various 
CAT functions with relevant examples of their application. The main objective of this paper is to remove the 
curiosity of the CAT family and encourage the programmers to add these functions as a must in their 
toolbox. 

INTRODUCTION  

The CAT functions were introduced in SAS 9.0 and the main purpose was to simplify the usage of 
multiple functions of TRIM, TRIMN, LEFT, RIGHT, STRIP along with the concatenation operator (||). The 
application of these multiple functions is used by programmers is prevalent to date. This paper re-
emphasizes that the multiplicity approach can be easily substituted with the various breed of the CAT 
functions. In this paper, we will present the usage of these functions with simple applications and will also 
point to some legacy approaches which can be retired with our CAT’s. In addition, we will shed some light 
on the important aspects of various CAT functions when presenting the applications. All applications 
presented this paper will be based on the dummy data set presented in Display 1.  
 
 

 
 
 
Display 1. Snapshot of Dummy Dataset   
 

APPLICATION 1: CAT FUNCTION 

 
CAT function is the equivalent of concatenation operator || and is the most basic one among the CAT 
family. According to authors, the CAT function is the foundation for rest of the CAT family of functions. It is 
important to note that this operation results in string concatenation without the removal of leading or 
trailing blanks. The syntax for the CAT function is 
 

 CAT(item-1<,…,item-n>) 
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where item specifies a constant, variable, or expression, either character or numeric. If item 

is numeric, then its value is converted to a character string by using the BESTw. format. In 
this case, leading blanks are removed, and SAS does not write a note to the log. 

 

Code 1 is the basic application of CAT function on strings with a comparison to 
concatenation operator (||). The output of code 1 and PROC CONTENTS of the resulting 

data set (app1) is shown in Displays 2 and 3 respectively. The compare variable (var1) in 
the output shows that the two results are identical. Display 3 shows that the length of 

variable using CAT function is 200 whereas it is 80 when using concatenation operator 

which is the sum of lengths of variables being concatenated.  
 

Code 1                                                Code 2 
data app1; 

 set malts; 

 var1C=cat(ID,he_def); 

 var1O=id||he_def; 

 var1=compare(var1C,var1O); 

run; 

data app2; 

 set malts; 

 var2C=cat(cpcom,he_def); 

 var2O=cpcom||he_def; 

 var2=compare(var2C,var2O); 

run; 

 

 

 

 
 

Display 2. Output of Code 1 
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Display 3. Output of PROC CONTENTS of app1 Dataset   
 

Code 2 is a scenario with concatenation of two variables (he_def and cpcom) which has a 

resultant sum length of 256. The log for this operation is shown in Display 4 with a clear 
message on buffer allocation and invalid results. Also, note that the output data set in 

Display 5 shows a missing field for var2C compared to var2O. This issue can be resolved by 

setting appropriate lengths using the LENGTH statement when declaring the variable. 
Moreover, it is always advisable to verify and set the length of variable when concatenating 

strings. 

 
 

Display 4. Log of Code 2 
 
 

 
 
Display 5. Output of Code 2 
 
 

Code 3 shows the application with regards to concatenation of numeric data type with 

character. In this case, as per the conversion process, the numeric field is converted to 
character and the leading blanks are removed. Display 6 shows the various flavors of this 

concatenation with compare differences using the || operator. 
 

Code 3                                               
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data app3; 

  set malts; 

  var3C=cat(entdat,moddat); var3O=entdat||moddat; var3=compare(var3C,var3O); 

  var4C=cat(he_def,moddat); var4O=he_def||moddat; var4=compare(var4C,var4O); 

  var5C=cat(moddat,he_def); var5O=moddat||he_def; var5=compare(var5C,var5O); 

 

  var6C=cat(he_def,vvalue(moddat));  

  var6O=he_def||vvalue(moddat); 

  var6=compare(var6C,var6O); 

run; 

 

The variables var3, var4, var5 and var6 shows the comparison of the results using the CAT 
function and concatenating operator. It is important to note that var6 shows no differences 

because of the usage of VVALUE function which converts the values of its arguments into 
character values and the concatenation occurs after this in both var6C and var6O. 
 

 
 
Display 6. Output of Code 3 
 

One of the main advantages of using CAT functions is its support for the OF syntax which 
simplifies the coding process. For example, instead of writing 

CAT(var1,var2,var3,var4,var5,var6), the code can be simplified to CAT(OF var1-var6). 
 
 

APPLICATION 2: CATS FUNCTION 

 

CATS function concatenates two or more strings by removing both leading and trailing 

blanks. The syntax is same as the CAT function with the additional letter ‘S’ indicating that 
the blanks are stripped. Code 4 shows the usage of trimming blanks using the legacy 

approach of multiple functions (TRIM and LEFT) and CATS function. Note that CATS function 
is much more compact and usually faster. 
 
Code 4 
data app4; 

 set malts; 

 var7O=TRIM(LEFT(moddat))||TRIM(LEFT(entdat)); 

 var7C=cats(moddat,entdat); 

 var7=compare(var7C,VAR7O); 

 keep moddat entdat var7:; 

run; 

 
 

Display 7 shows the output of code 4 and there is a perfect match between var7O and 

var7C as shown by var7 equal with values equal to 0. However, note that the length of 
var7C is 200 bytes as compared to var7O. For more information on the length of returned 

variables using CATC function, the authors recommend referring SAS documentation [1]. 
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Display 7. Output of Code 4 
 
 

APPLICATION 3: CATT FUNCTION 

 

CATT function concatenates two or more strings by removing only trailing blanks. The 
syntax is same as the CAT function with the additional letter ‘T’ indicating that only the 

trailing blanks are trimmed. There are various articles which says that this is equivalent to 
the TRIM function and this need not be true. Code 5 and output in Display 8 shows the 

application of CATT as well as TRIM function.  
 
Code 5 
data app5; 

 set malts; 

 var8O=TRIM(moddat)||TRIM(entdat); 

 var8C=catt(moddat,entdat); 

 var8=compare(var8C,VAR8O); 

  

       var9O=TRIM(he_def)||TRIM(cpoth); 

 var9C=catt(he_def,cpoth); 

 var9=compare(var9C,VAR9O); 

 keep he_def cpoth mod: ent: var:; 

run; 

 
 
In Display 8, the compare variables var8 and var9 have values of 1 which shows that the 

TRIM function is not equivalent to CATT function and must be careful since the TRIM 
function returns at least one blank character. The equivalency can be obtained by using the 

TRIMN function which returns no blank character. Also, note that if there is a numeric or a 
date field, the TRIM as well as TRIMN function will not be equivalent. Neither of these 

functions strip leading blanks whereas the CAT family of functions does this automatically 
when dealing with numeric or date fields. 
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Display 8. Output of Code 5 
 
 

APPLICATION 4: CATX FUNCTION 
 

The CATS function removes both leading and trailing blanks but if you need to introduce a 

single space, or one or more characters of choice between the strings, one can employ the 
CATX functions. The syntax for the CATX function is: 
 

CATX(delimiter, item-1 <, ... item-n>) 
 

The delimiter specifies a character string that is used as a delimiter between the 

concatenated items. The CATX function first copies item-1 to the result, omitting leading 
and trailing blanks. Next, for each subsequent argument item (ii=2, …, n), if item-i contains 

at least one non-blank character, CATX appends delimiter and item-i to the result, omitting 
leading and trailing blanks from item-i. CATX does not insert the delimiter at the beginning 

or end of the result. Note that blank items do not produce delimiters at the beginning or end 
of the result, nor do blank items produce multiple consecutive delimiters. 

Code 6 shows the scenario of using a delimiter in the CATX function. The delimiter can also 

be a variable from a dataset as shown in var15C where the variable identifier (=999999) is 
used as the delimiter.  
 
Code 6 
data app6; 

 set malts; 

 identifier='999999'; 

 var13C=catx('-',moddat,entdat); 

 var14C=catx('****',he_def,cpoth); 

 var15C=catx(identifier,he_def,cpoth); 

 keep he_def cpoth identifier mod: ent: var:; 

run; 

 
Display 9 shows various scenarios of CATX usage. Var13C has ‘-‘  between the concatenated  
variables moddat and entdat. For var14C, the first three observations do not have delimiters 

included since cpoth variable have missing values. In the fourth observation, both he_def 
and cpoth have missing values and hence the output is blank. Var15C has variable 

(identifier) from the dataset as delimiter for the first argument.  
 
 

https://documentation.sas.com/?docsetId=lefunctionsref&docsetTarget=n0p7wxtk0hvn83n1pveisbcp2ae9.htm&docsetVersion=9.4&locale=en#p1g01oa1qk4w1mn1os3yb1utzj2t
https://documentation.sas.com/?docsetId=lefunctionsref&docsetTarget=n0p7wxtk0hvn83n1pveisbcp2ae9.htm&docsetVersion=9.4&locale=en#n0zbfp4jnme19yn1j2fwt1iyam5a
https://documentation.sas.com/?docsetId=lefunctionsref&docsetTarget=n0p7wxtk0hvn83n1pveisbcp2ae9.htm&docsetVersion=9.4&locale=en#n0zbfp4jnme19yn1j2fwt1iyam5a
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Display 9. Output of Code 6 
 
 

APPLICATION 5: CATQ FUNCTION 

 

The CATQ function is like CATX with the addition of quotation marks to any string that 

contains the specified delimiter. The Q in CATQ can refer to indicate quotation marks. The 
syntax for CATQ is 

 

CATQ(modifiers <, delimiter>, item-1 <, …, item-n>) 

 

The modifier is a required argument and specifies a character constant, variable, or 

expression in which each non-blank character modifies the action of the CATQ function. The 
blanks are ignored and some of the commonly used modifiers are as follows:  

 
1 or ' :  uses single quotation marks when CATQ adds quotation marks to a string 

2 or " : uses double quotation marks when CATQ adds quotation marks to a string 
a or A: adds quotation marks to all the item arguments 

c or C: uses comma as a delimiter 
d or D: indicates that you have specified the delimiter argument 

h or H: uses a horizontal tab as the delimiter 

q or Q: adds quotation marks to item arguments that already contain quotation marks 
s or S: strips leading and trailing blanks  

 
The modifier is enclosed in quotation marks if it is a constant. The modifier can be 

expressed as a variable name or an expression. For additional options, the authors 
recommend referring the SAS documentation for CATQ functions [3]. 

The delimiter is the optional argument and specifies a character constant, variable, or 
expression that is used as a delimiter between concatenated strings. If this argument is 

specified, then the D modifier must also be specified. 

Codes 7 and 8 shows various flavors of applying the CATQ functions with outputs presented 
in Displays 10 and 11 respectively. 
 
Code 7       Code 8 
data app7; 

  set malts; 

  var17C=catq('1',he_def,cpoth);  

  var18C=catq('2',he_def,cpoth); 

data app8; 

  set malts; 

  var20C=catq('D','****',he_def,cpoth);  

  var21C=catq('S1',he_def,cpoth); 

https://documentation.sas.com/?docsetId=lefunctionsref&docsetTarget=n11fqp8lmm22sen1cxlzksrtfefo.htm&docsetVersion=9.4&locale=en#n0dobf44v63ykfn19azj0x4zkbjm
https://documentation.sas.com/?docsetId=lefunctionsref&docsetTarget=n11fqp8lmm22sen1cxlzksrtfefo.htm&docsetVersion=9.4&locale=en#p18zyspb4co6f0n1vpmk1bxoxnzx
https://documentation.sas.com/?docsetId=lefunctionsref&docsetTarget=n11fqp8lmm22sen1cxlzksrtfefo.htm&docsetVersion=9.4&locale=en#n1gd84lz4ghqpbn1wg8gje6t2zok
https://documentation.sas.com/?docsetId=lefunctionsref&docsetTarget=n11fqp8lmm22sen1cxlzksrtfefo.htm&docsetVersion=9.4&locale=en#n1gd84lz4ghqpbn1wg8gje6t2zok
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  var19C=catq('C',he_def,cpoth); 

  keep he_def cpoth var:; 

run; 

  var22C=catq('SC',he_def,cpoth); 

  keep he_def cpoth var:; 

run; 

 
In Code 7, variables var17C and var18C has modifiers ‘1’ (single quotes) and ‘2’ (double 

quotes) respectively. The output in Display 10 shows that these quotes are concatenated to 
each string and then concatenated. Var19C uses ‘C’ which is comma as the modifier.  
 

 
 
Display 10. Output of Code 7 
 

Variable var20C has ‘D’ as the modifier with ‘****’ as the delimiter and note that the delim-

iters are concatenated even if there are missing values in the variables as shown in Display 
11. Variable var21C has ‘S1’ as the modifier where ‘S’ and ‘1’ stands for strip and single 

quotes respectively. In this case leading and trailing blank are removed and then the quotes 
are added. Variable 22C is an example to show how CATQ function can be improvised to ca-

ter to ones needs. In this example, the modifier ‘SC’ is removing leading and trailing blanks 

and then comma is used as the delimiter.  
 

 
 
Display 11. Output of Code 8 

CONCLUSION 

The CAT family of functions are very useful in writing compact and readable codes. The 

various options available among and within these functions helps a programmer to 
maximize the usage to different programmatic challenges. The authors recommend the 
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programmers to add CAT functions as a must in their toolbox.  
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